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Abstract
Osteopontin (OPN), a multifunctional protein, has emerged as a potentially valuable biomarker for
diagnosing and treating cancers. Recent research focuses on its involvement in tumor biology
including the cell proliferation, survival, angiogenesis, invasion, and metastasis. Understanding the
molecular mechanisms and pharmacological effects of OPN in cancer development could lead to
new targets for improving cancer diagnosis and treatment.
This review explains how the structurally conserved domains of OPN are associated with OPN
signaling mediators and CD44, and how the conserved OPN domains determine biological
functions. The authors have reviewed representative works of OPN expression in breast cancer
and colorectal cancer to elucidate the relationship between OPN and cancer/tumor biology. It has
also been shown that the prognostic sensitivity in non-small cell lung cancer, hepatocellular
carcinoma, gastric cancer, and ovarian cancer improved compared to the individual marker when
OPN was analyzed in conjunction with other markers. The therapeutic approaches based on OPN
inhibitors are discussed to illustrate recent research progress. Previous clinical data has indicated
that OPN has played a unique role in cancer development, but further investigation is required to
understand the underlying mechanism. More clinical trials are also required to examine the
applicability and efficacy of OPN inhibitors in cancer therapy.
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Introduction
Osteopontin (OPN) was a combined word
consisting of “osteo” and “pontin”, which was
typically named to characterize its linkage role of
bone cells to the bone extracellular [1]. OPN is a 34
kDa acidic glycoprotein; after it is secreted from the
cell, it undergoes post-translational modifications
giving a resultant molecular size of 44 kDa to 75 kDa
in different mammalian cells. OPN was first
recognized as a secreted phosphoprotein 1 (SPP1) in
1979 [2], also known as Early T-lymphocyte
Activation 1 (ETA1) protein, and Bone Sialoprotein 1
(BSP1) [3]. Currently, OPN has been classified as the
Small Integrin-Binding Ligand N-linked Glycoprotein
(SIBLING) family. Moreover, OPN is highly
expressed in osteoblasts and osteoclasts with an
important role in biomineralization [4], and it also

participates in various physiological functions of the
homeostatic and pathological processes, including
chronic inflammation [5] and tumor biology [6]. More
importantly, OPN regulates cell-matrix interactions
and cell signaling through binding with integrins and
CD44 receptors [3], and thus OPN is widely involved
in tumor growth and development.

Structural analysis of Osteopontin
The SIBLING family
Small
Integrin-Binding
Ligand
N-linked
Glycoprotein family is a group of secreted proteins
that are clustered along human chromosome 4, and
the secreted proteins include Bone Sialoprotein (BSP),
Osteopontin (OPN), Dentin Matrix Protein-1 (DMP1),
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Dentin Sialophosphoprotein (DSPP), and Matrix
Extracellular Phosphoglycoprotein (MEPE) [7]. Less
homology similarity is found among the five proteins
when the primary amino acid sequences are
compared singly. The five proteins do, however, share
some structural similarities, such as the integrinbinding tripeptide Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD), several
post-translational phosphorylation and N-glycosylation sites [8]. Traditionally, the SIBLING families
are classified by exon–intron similarities and their
biochemical properties in osteogenesis and biomineralization [9]. However, previous research suggested
that SIBLING proteins expression is not only observed
in mineralized tissues, but it is also observed in
different tumor stages which are coupled with Matrix
Metalloproteinases (MMPs). For instance, BSP, OPN,
and DMP1 of SIBLING are reported to interact with
pro-matrix metalloproteinases of MMP-2, MMP-3,
and MMP-9, respectively; these indicate a potential
role of modulating early tumor behavior [10].
Recently, research has been focused on the roles of
OPN in tumorigenesis and metastasis in the past few
years compared to other SIBLING family members.

Molecular structure of OPN and tissue
distribution
An alternative translation of single full-length
OPN mRNA generates a secreted OPN that regulates
the immune response, cell regeneration, and
vascularization; an intercellular OPN isoform is also
implicated with the cellular process (i.e. migration
and motility) [11]. Both the NCBI and UniProt
databases
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/
6696 and http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P10451
respectively) show five transcript variants encoding
different isoforms for SPP1 gene. OPN-a is the
full-length isoform chosen as a canonical sequence
with the rest of the isoform being compared against
OPN-a sequence. While OPN-b lacks exon 5 (missing
protein sequence at location 58-71), OPN-c lacks exon
4 (missing protein sequence at location 31-57). Isoform
4 or isoform d lacks two alternate in-frame exons
(missing protein sequence at location 95-116) and
isoform 5 (missing protein sequence at location 59-72).
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OPN gene verifies its chromosome location according
to different species, for instance, the genes in mice and
pigs are located on chromosome 5 and 8 respectively,
and the OPN gene is identified to share approximately 40% nucleic acid sequence homology with
other species, such as mouse, rabbit, cow and pig [1].
OPN is a secreted extracellular glycophosphoprotein [12] and the structure is determined by
extensive post-translational modification, such as
glycosylation, phosphorylation, sulphation, as well as
various cross-linking and proteolytic processes.
OPN-a, OPN-b and OPN-c all consist of several highly
conserved domains, such as an arginine-glycineaspartic acid (RGD) recognition sequence (GRGDS),
SVVYGLR sequence, a thrombin cleavage site (RSK),
an aspartic acid rich sequence at its N-terminal, a
calcium binding site, and heparin binding domains at
its C-terminal [13]. Among the three isoforms, each
isoform has a different linking length between the
signal peptide and aspartate domain [14] (Figure 1).
OPN is highly expressed in osteoclasts,
osteoblasts, vascular and skeletal smooth muscle cells,
endothelial cells, lymphocytes, and neural cells
(neurons, glial cells, and Schwann cells). It activates
immune cells (such as T-cells, B-cells, macrophages,
natural killer and Kupffer cells), and it is also secreted
by malignant epithelial cells (kidney, breast, and skin)
[2, 15-18].

OPN signal mediators
Integrins are widely expressed in all animal
lineages that act as a group of noncovalently-linked
heterodimeric transmembrane adhesion receptors
through different combinations of α and β subunits
[19]. The binding receptor family is specifically
associated with extracellular matrix, cell surface, or
soluble protein ligands, such as vitronectin, fibrinogen, thrombospondin, and OPN [19].
There are two integrin binding domains that
have been well identified: RGD domain and a
thrombin-cleaved epitope SVVYGLR which is located
in the thrombin-cleaved N-terminal fragment of OPN
(also named OPN-R or non-RGD domain). The
RGD-recognition motif is associated with αvβ1, αvβ3,

Figure 1. Structure domain of OPN
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αvβ5, αvβ6, α5β1, and α8β1 integrin isoforms [6], while
SVVYGLR domain is interacted with α9β1, α9β4, α4β7,
and α4β1 in an RGD-independent manner [20-22]. The
interactions between extracellular OPN and cell
surface integrin receptors have been identified in
some immune cells, such as neutrophils, macrophages, and T lymphocytes [23, 24]. OPN also
participates in activating a series of signal
transduction pathways as a result of changes in gene
expression levels and various functional expression,
including cell adhesion, cell survival, migration,
immune regulation, and tumor metastasis [21, 22]. For
instance, integrin αvβ3 binding with OPN mediates the
signaling pathways of FAK, ERK1/2, and NF-κB to
activate cellular migration [25], and regulates the
cellular proliferation and survival via signal
transducer and activator of transcription (STAT)-3
signaling pathways [26, 27]. An OPN-integrin αvβ3
binding also increases the tumor metastasis and
decreases the apoptosis via activation of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt/mTOR signaling
pathway [22]. Another unique integrin binding site is
well-recognized as N-terminal thrombin cleavage
fragment of OPN. This cryptic integrin binding site
has acted as a chemoattractant for stem and
progenitor cells, by mediating cell migration in a
manner that involves interaction with α9β1 and α4β1
integrins. Unlike other integrin OPN receptors, α9β1
recognizes only the N-terminal thrombin cleavage
fragment of OPN instead of the full-length form [28].
Kale et al. identified that the interaction of OPN with
α9β1 integrin activates ERK and p38 signaling to
stimulate COX-2 expression in macrophages [29].
The interaction between OPN and cell surface
receptors also occurred in the homing cell adhesion
molecule CD44 glycoprotein. CD44 is a cell surface
hyaluronan receptor which is ubiquitously expressed
in osteoblast, osteoclasts, osteocytes, endothelial cells
fibroblasts, epithelial cells, and smooth muscle cells
[30]. CD44 plays a role in mediating cell-matrix or
cell-cell interactions via various CD44 isoforms that
are named as CD44v6-15 [31]. OPN-induced
migration of CD44 transfected fibroblasts in Boyden
chambers is blocked by CD44, and OPN antibodies
indicate a potential interaction between CD44 and
OPN. In CD44 positive colorectal cancer cells, the
knockdown of CD44 results in a decrease in OPN
secretion. The CD44 isoform CD44v6 may be essential
for inducing OPN secretion and activating c-jun-NH2kinase signaling pathway, and thus promotes the
clonogenicity of colorectal cancer cells [32]. OPN
interacts with CD44 via an RGD-independent manner
to express different functional activities in chemotaxis
of macrophages, cell adhesion of fibroblasts, and
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cytoprotection and regulation of T helper type 1 cells
and bone marrow cells [6, 30].

Biological functions of OPN
OPN expression
The expression of OPN is up-regulated by many
factors such as phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
(PMA), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF),
parathyroid hormone, retinoic acid, steroids,
1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D3, lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
glucocorticosteroids, platelet-derived growth factor,
epidermal growth factor (EGF), transforming growth
factor-Beta (TGF-β), angiotension II, hyperglycaemia,
hypoxia, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), and
some inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis
factor α (TNFα), interferon gamma (IFN-γ) and
interleukin-1 β (IL-1β) [33-40]. The expression of OPN
is decreased by cGMP-dependent protein kinase
regulation in vascular smooth muscle cells [41]. OPN
expression also plays a role in the homeostatic
regulation, particularly in biomineralization, tissue
and bone remodeling, cell-mediated immune
response, and wound healing.

Biomineralization and bone remodeling
As previously mentioned, OPN is widely
recognized as a highly expressed non-collagenous
protein, mineralized tissues of the bone and teeth, and
some ectopic calcification of soft tissues in heart
valves, arteries, and kidneys. The various functions of
biomineralization are categorized based on the bone
mineralized tissue distribution. In the past decades,
previous studies have indicated that OPN inhibits
mineral deposition, and hydroxyapatite crystal
formation and growth. OPN also regulates bone cell
adhesion, matrix mineralization, and functions of
anchoring osteoclasts to the mineral matrix of bones,
as well as its specific affinity for calcium and its
immunolocalization in regions of mineralization [4,
37, 42]. Studies have shown that OPN-/- mice have
damaged bone resorption which led to the trabecular
bone. Additionally, OPN-/- mice bones are more
fragile and hypermineralized than wild type [43, 44].

Cellular immunity and wound healing
OPN has played a significant role in innate
immunity during inflammation and tissue wound
healing process. OPN helps to improve the mucosal
defense against viral pathogens as a T–helper type-1
(Th1) cytokine. This cytokine regulates inflammatory
responses by activating innate immunity of the
macrophages, neutrophils, and injured tissues
(epithelial cell types and mesenchymal cells) [45, 46].
In OPN null mutant mice, the gene secreted
phosphoprotein 1 (SPP1) is upregulated after skin
http://www.jcancer.org
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incisions. In addition, the mutants showed lower
debridement, higher disorganization of the matrix,
and alterations of collagen fibrillogenesis [47].
Alternating collage fibrillogenesis would lead to small
diameter collagen fibrils in skin wounds. The role of
corneal wound healing in OPN-null mice showed that
the lack of OPN would result in tissue destruction
after an alkali burn [46]. Results suggest that OPN is a
good mediator to modulate the fibroblast behavior of
wound healing process. Immunohistochemical staining of OPN levels in wound healing in horses and
human keloids showed that the expression of OPN
was linked to fibroproliferation in horse and human
which might have a potential role as a therapeutic
approach [48].

The involvement of OPN in tumor
biology
The role of OPN as a biomarker for tumor
progression
Researchers are intensively studying the
discovery of disease biomarkers because it has
important applications in disease treatment and early
diagnosis. Tumor biomarkers are classified into
genetic, epigenetic, proteomics, glycomics, and
imaging biomarkers. They are substances that can be
found in tissue, blood, or other bodily fluids. Tumor
biomarkers are usually sensitive and specific to the
particular type of tumor, or specific body response
related to the presence of cancer [49, 50]. Tumor
markers are widely used as a prime in the diagnosis of
early stage cancer and cancer therapy. Examples of
these markers are α-fetoprotein in hepatocellular
carcinoma [51], neuron-specific enolase (NSE) in the
circulation [52, 53], mucinous glycoproteins expressed
by human mammary epithelium [54], CA 15-3 in
breast cancer [55], and CA-125 in ovarian cancer
diagnosis [56, 57].
OPN is commonly found in some mineralized
tissues as an extracellular matrix (ECM), and it also
behaves as a secreted protein in body fluids, such as
milk, blood, urine, saliva, seminal fluid and bile [58].
As a result of its diverse distribution, OPN is involved
in multiple steps of tumor biology, including cell
proliferation, survival, angiogenesis, chemoresistance, stem-like properties, tumor invasion, and
metastasis [59]. Specifically, as referred to the
publications through 2000 to 2015 with the keywords
‘osteopontin AND cancer’ on PubMed database, it is
observed that elevated OPN expression in serum
samples has been used as a prime mediator of various
human cancers. These cancers include but are not
limited to malignant breast cancer, osteosarcoma,
melanoma, ovarian cancer, endometrial cancer,
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cervical cancer, renal cancer, oral cancer, esophageal
cancer, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, pancreatic
cancer, liver cancer, lung, head and neck cancer,
glioblastoma, skin cancer, thyroid cancer, and
sarcoma [60, 61]. Table 1 identifies some of the
significant pathophysiological OPN roles in selected
tissues and their various identification methods. This
demonstrated that the up- or downregulation of OPN
in these selected tissues has a strong impact on the
cancer cell phenotype.
Numerous studies showed that overexpressed
OPN in the cancer cells without distinguishing which
isomers may consist of functional heterogeneity in a
tumor-specific manner [38, 62]. Recent reports have
disclosed that OPN isomers in specific cell-type
demonstrated different phenotype in malignant
tumors [63]. This leads to increase investigation to
determine whether multiple isomers are transcriptionally exclusive or inclusively expressed in all cancer
cells. As mentioned before, OPN has five isoforms.
Related reports indicate that all five isoforms are
reported to be co-overexpressed in esophageal
adenocarcinoma [64]. While the expression level of
OPN isoforms still differs in different tumors or
tissues. OPN-a is widely characterized in most types
of cancer, OPN-b is more active in lung cancer
development, and OPN-c acts as a soluble protein and
it is considered as a potential biomarker for breast
cancer. OPN-c also participates in lung cancer
invasion as confirmed by enhancing cell
dissemination [65]. These reports revealed that
several OPN isoforms may collectively affect the
phenotype, but plausibly with distinctive mechanism
routes, such as αvβ3/NFκB/HIF1α signaling [64],
integrin-dependent and independent signaling,
CD44-dependant OPN/Aurora-A/ERK1/2 pathway
[64] and PI3K/Akt pathway [62].
The relevant research on the role of OPN in
tumorigenicity has been well improved and more
systematic. For instance, OPN has been recognized as
a unique colon cancer marker by comparing 12,000
human genes and analyzing the correlation of OPN
gene expression at advanced Astler Collier (AC) stage
[66]. Likui et al. (2011) examined the level of OPN
protein expression by the western blot assay using 18
colorectal cancer (CRC) cells and their corresponding
normal colon tissue samples [67]. The results
indicated that the downregulation of OPN could
suppress both in vitro proliferation and in vivo
tumorigenicity [67]. Recently, Ng et al. (2015)
investigated OPN plasma levels of 79 patients via
ELISA assays, and they correlated the data with the
clinicopathological parameters of CRC patients. By
comparing plasma OPN level between normal and
CRC patients, along with the data supported by in
http://www.jcancer.org
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vitro model of DLD1 cell migration assay, it is shown
that high level of OPN expression activated DLD1 cell
migration by overexpressing Snail and Twist1 and
repressing E-cadherin [68]. In their further work, the
transcription level of OPN in 84 CRC patients was
well characterized, and the overexpression of OPN in
DLD1-OPN cells induced cell survival and
chemoresistance to oxaliplatin treatment. Moreover,
OPN overexpression was involved in tumor
metastasis and the decrease of the survival rate of
CRC patients, by inducing the stem-like property of
CRC cells via overexpressing SOX2 [59, 68].

Mechanism of OPN in regulating tumor
growth
Overexpression of OPN has participated in early
tumor metastasis and regulated in tumor growth,
angiogenesis, and metastasis. The induced high
expression of OPN in normal cells is observed to
induce neoplastic-like cell behavior including cell
invasion in vitro and metastasis in vivo.
Transcriptional regulation of OPN is involved in
multiple complicated pathways. This includes steroid
receptors, AP-1, Sp1, Myc, Oct-1 v-Src, Runx/CBF,
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TGF-B/BMPs/Smad/Hox, and Wnt/ Tcf [1, 6, 69].
The participation of various transcription factors such
as Ras-response factor (RRF), aryl hydrocarbon
receptor (AhR), and Ets transcription factors (Ets-1,
Ets-2, ERM, and PEA3) [69] are also included. In some
cases, OPN has stimulated the cancer stem
cell-mediated tumor progression through inducing
high expression of CD44v6 by Wnt-β-catenin pathway
in colorectal cancer patients [70]. Sun et al. reported
that the mechanism of the regulatory role of OPN in
the hepatocellular carcinoma metastasis might occur
through activation of mitogen-activated protein
kinase and NF-kB pathways, and MMP-2 [71].
OPN regulates tumor growth, angiogenesis and
metastasis, and induces relapses via complicated and
multiple signaling pathways. Tumors, as well as
stroma-derived OPN, play key roles in various
signaling pathways involved in tumor growth,
angiogenesis and metastasis. Figure 2 summarizes
three important OPN-integrin pathways. One of the
pathways is specifically observed in the tumor
microenvironment, OPN induces COX-2 and PGE2
secretion through ERK- and p38-dependent AP-1

Figure 2. OPN-integrin interaction mediates tumor cell growth and angiogenesis. OPN regulates side population phenotype specifically through ERK2 activation;
OPN regulates HIF1α-dependent VEGF expression via inducing αvβ3-linked kinase (ILK)/Akt-mediated nuclear factor (NF)-κB p65 activation, thus increasing tumor
angiogenesis; OPN induces COX-2 and PGE2 secretion through ERK- and p38-dependent AP-1 activation via α9β1-integrin, hence enhancing tumor cell motility and
angiogenesis; OPN binds to its receptor α4β1 integrin induces the relapses via the phosphorylation of IKKβ consequently induces to increase nuclear translocation
of p50 and p65 subunits of NF-κB. Simultaneously, OPN interaction with α4β1 integrin also blocks the nuclear translocation of the FOXO3A transcription as a result
of blocking the transcription of anti-survival genes such as BIM, BAX and BAK [65, 72, 73, 75].
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activation via α9β1-integrin, thus enhancing tumor cell
motility and angiogenesis [29]. The other pathway is
described by Steinman (2009) that the interaction of
OPN α4β1 integrin stimulates the pro-inflammatory
cytokines and inhibiting cell apoptosis. There are
three main effects on these key factors. Firstly, OPN
binding to α4β1 integrin activates the phosphorylation
of IkB kinase-β (IKK-β) thus induces to increase
nuclear translocation of p50 and p65 subunits of
NF-κB. The upregulation of NF-κB can enhance the
expression of pro-survival genes and T helper 1 (TH1)
and TH17 type cytokines. Meanwhile, OPN induces
the degradation of IκBα (inhibitor of NF-κB
α-subunit) thus increase the nuclear translocation of
NF-κB. Simultaneously, the OPN-α4β1 interaction also
causes the increased phosphorylation of the
transcription factor forkhead box O3A (FOXO3A)
which exclude the nuclear translocation of FOXO3A,
thus decreases the anti-survival genes expression,
such as BCL-2-interacting mediator of cell death
(BIM), BCL-2-associated X protein (BAX) and BCL-2
antagonist/killer (BAK) [72]. Moreover, hypoxia is a
unique parameter in tumor angiogenesis, malignancy,
invasion and metastasis. The key regulator of hypoxia

phenomena is hypoxia-inducible factor 1-α (HIF1α).
Under hypoxia condition, OPN regulates HIF1αdependent VEGF expression via inducing αvβ3-linked
kinase (ILK)/Akt-mediated nuclear factor (NF)-κB
p65 activation [73]. Kumar et al. have shown that
stroma-derived OPN regulates side population
phenotype specifically through ERK2 activation thus
playing a crucial role in modulating melanoma
growth and angiogenesis [74] (Figure 2).

The conjunction roles of OPN with other
biomarkers in cancer development
Cancer development is a complex process that
involves combinations roles of various tumor and
tumor stroma-derived growth factors and cytokines.
There has been an increasing recognition that the
combination role of different biomarkers would
improve the prognostic sensitivity than the individual
marker. OPN has been investigated in various tumor
tissues or in blood samples to analyze its conjunction
role with other markers. In 2011, Weber reviewed that
the clinical role of OPN was related to the tumor
stage, tumor grade and early tumor progression.

Table 1. The presence and significance of OPN in different cancer cells and their detection methods.
Human tissue
Colon

Pathophysiology behavior
The downregulation of OPN could suppress
both in vitro proliferation and in vivo
tumorigenicity of colon cancer.
Breast
OPN is highly expressed and secreted by
breast tumor cells; it activates fibroblasts with
a promoting growth-permissive desmoplastic
stroma.
Pancreatic
Strong OPN mRNA signal in
Adenocarcinoma
tumor-infiltrating macrophages was
observed in 8 of 14 pancreatic
adenocarcinomas. Serum OPN levels were
elevated, and this suggested serum OPN
might be a potential biomarker for pancreatic
cancer.
Prostate
OPN signal was overexpressed
in prostate cancer (PCa) and OPN splicing
isoform (OPN-SI). This suggested OPN could
be an important biomarker forPCa diagnosis
and prognosis.
Oral squamous cell Overexpression of OPN in OSCC cells led to
carcinoma (OSCC) 5-FU resistance and abrogated the
prosurvival effect of the drug in the mouse
xenograft model.
Gastric
OPN activates the gastric cancer behavior
through the NF-κB pathway which is
regulated by the MAPK and PI3K.
Lung

Ovarian
Liver

Detection Method(s)
Reference
Western blot analysis was performed on a series of OPN protein expression in 18 [67]
colorectal cancer (CRC) cells and the corresponding normal colon tissue samples.
High-throughput LC/MS-MS method to analyze breast cancer cell–secreted
factors, including immunohistochemistry/immunofluorescence of
paraffin-embedded tissue, and orthotopic tumors model construction.

[76]

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma tissue microarray was analyzed via in situ
[77]
hybridization method; competitive ELISA was performed to test serum levels in
preoperative sera of 50 patients and 22 healthy control individuals.

Quantitative real time PCR was used to measure OPN-SI mRNA expression;
anti-OPNc polyclonal antibody was tested by immunohistochemical staining;
OPN-SI and total prostate specific antigen (PSA) serum levels of clinical and
pathological data were investigated.

[78]

Gene expression microarray analysis was performed on the biopsy specimens of [79]
six patients with OSCC, and qRT-PCR was performed on the 49 OSCC patient
samples.

In vivo and in vitro experimental methods were employed to investigate tumor
growth that includes growth curves, apoptosis assay, invasion assay and
migration assay. Moreover, mouse xenograft models of human gastric cancer
were used.
The level of OPN expression in lung
The tissue microarray was constructed, and tissues were analyzed by
adenocarcinomas was associated with tumor immunohistochemistry to determinate OPN and αv integrin expression. TUNEL
cell survival and αv integrin expression.
method was used to detect DNA strand break generated during cell apoptosis.
Regulation of OPN is involved in carcinoma Immunofluorescence analysis was performed to detect OPN in a total of 160
cell invasion.
patient-derived specimens.
The OPN levels were likely correlated with
Quantikine® ELISA assay was carried out on OPN plasma from an experimental
the degree of liver necrosis in acute liver
group of 105 consecutive ALF patients, a control group of 40 patients with
failure (ALF). Higher expression was
rheumatoid arthritis and 35 healthy subjects. An acute inflammation model
observed in hyperacute injury.
construction with duration of 1 and 3 days was investigated after undergoing
spine fusion surgery.

[80]

[24]

[81]
[82]
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Researchers performed a meta-analysis on the
OPN’s conjunction role with cancer-specific markers,
such as functionally converging biomolecules (bone,
angiogenesis, motility/adhesion, extracellular matrix)
and synergizing biomolecules (fibrinolytic system,
calcium homeostatic proteins, squamous cell carcinoma antigen, NF-κB pathways, proteases) [61]. Since
then, research started to focus on the conjunction role
of OPN with other specific tumor markers. Sun et al.
reported that the combination of OPN and CD44v6
would improve the sensitivity and predictive range
for the patients with Stage I non-small cell lung cancer
[83]. In 2014, Zhu et al. performed tissue microarraybased immunohistochemistry to investigate OPN and
peritumor-infiltrating macrophages (PTMs) expression in two independent cohorts consisting of 96 and
278 early-stage hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC)
patients respectively. Results indicate that the
combination of OPN and PTM levels may have a
better prognostic value for HCC in early stage
patients [84]. In 2015, Ramchandani and Weber
demonstrated that OPN and VEGF may act as
co-expressing or co-inducing molecules in response to
hypoxia and cell apoptosis [85]. In some cases, the
knockdown of OPN expression will affect the VEGF
although they work through distinct pathways [85]. In
the same year, the co-existence role of OPN and M2
tumor-associated macrophages (M2-TAMs) in gastric
cancer was demonstrated by Lin and colleagues [86].
They carried out immunohistochemical staining in
170 resected gastric cancer specimens that were
collected from 1998 to 2012 and determined the
correlation of OPN and M2-TAMs expression
respectively. The results show that the co-existence of
OPN and M2-TAMs is involved in disease
progression and poor survival and would provide
better conjunction prognostic marker in clinical
practice [86]. Moreover, Zhu et al. reviewed a
meta-analysis that determines the diagnostic values of
OPN combined with CA125 for ovarian cancer. The
results show that the combination of OPN with
CA125 increases the sensitivity and specificity
respectively [87]. The research data would be a good
approach to understand the significant role of OPN
combined with other tumor markers, and their clinical
correlation needs further investigation.

Therapeutic approaches on OPN
inhibitor
As mentioned above, OPN, a chemokine-like
protein, is involved in enhancing necrosis of tumor by
regulating various aspects of tumor progression such
as cell proliferation, survival, drug resistance,
invasion, stem-like behavior, angiogenesis and
metastasis [67, 69]. Current research indicates that
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OPN inhibition would be a good therapeutic
approach to metastatic disease. Wu et al. demonstrated that OPN−/− mice have slower tumor growth
after Ras transformation, and similarly the OPN−/−
B16 melanoma cells have showed reduced metastases
to soft tissues and bone [88, 89]. Bandopadhyay et al.
reviewed that the application of RNAi such as small
interfering RNA (siRNA) and short hairpin RNAs
(shRNAs) against OPN as a potential therapeutic
strategy [75]. Moreover, employment of aptamers,
antibodies, and small molecular inhibitors would
inhibit OPN expression. Wu and researchers (2014)
carried out an OPN knockdown experiment of colon
cancer cells using four siRNA of target OPN gene that
were inserted into a pGPU6/GFP/Neo expression
vector and subsequently transfected into human colon
cancer cell line (LoVo). The results showed that
silencing of OPN mediated by siRNA also inhibited
the expression of VEGF, MMP-2, MMP-9 and
urokinase plasminogen activator in LoVo cells. These
effects might decrease invasion and angiogenesis of
colon cancer [90]. Similarly, the downregulation of
OPN via recombinant plasmid expressing siRNA also
reduces the HIF-1 and VEGF proteins in
MDA-MB-343 cells and decreases cell invasion,
increases cell apoptosis and cell senescence [91].
Blocking antibodies to OPN and its specific receptors
CD44 and αvβ3-integrin also showed inhibitory role of
different cancer and stromal cell migration. For
instance, Mi et al. showed that the blocking antibody
targeting the CD44 on mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSCs) reduced the OPN-induced tumor growth of
the chemokine CCL5 in MSCs [92]. The disrupting
OPN binding to 4T1 cell-surface integrins by the
competitive ligand inhibitor, RGD, or a blocking
antibody to αvβ3-integrin decreases the expression of
ILK, uroplasminogen activator (uPA) and MMP-2 in
murine mammary epithelial cancer cells [93]. Some
small molecular inhibitors that influence tumor
behavior through targeting OPN has gained crucial
acceptance. Kumar et al. have reported that
Andrographolide (Andro), a natural diterpenoid
lactone isolated from Andrographis paniculata has been
shown to inhibit OPN expression and breast cancer
cell proliferation, migration through downregulation
of
PI3kinase/Akt
signaling
pathway
[94].
Furthermore, aptamers, short single-stranded RNA
(ssRNA) oligonucleotides (12-30nt) are considered as
a good therapy due its high stability, resistance to
immunogenicity and high efficacy in low dose [75].
OPN-R3 aptamer was used to inactivate the
extracellular OPN and disturb surface binding of
OPN to its cell surface CD44 and αvβ3 integrin
receptors, and decreased the level PI3K, JNK1/2, Src
and Akt, and mediators of extracellular matrix
http://www.jcancer.org
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degradation, matrix MMP-2 and uPA in MDA-MB231
human breast cancer cells [95].
Moreover, microRNAs (miRNAs) are classes of
non-coding RNA molecules that participate in cell
differentiation, proliferation, survival and metastasis
by binding to complementary target mRNAs,
resulting in mRNA translational inhibition or
degradation [96]. miRNAs have been used as a
diagnostic and prognostic biomarker for defining the
origin of tumors in poorly differentiated cancers due
to its tissue specificity. For example, hsa-miR-299-5p
has been reported to target OPN in three human
breast cancer cell lines (MCF7, MCF10AT and
MCF10DCIS.com) and regulate the expression of
OPN [97]. miRNA 181a targets OPN and decreases
OPN expression in hepatocellular cancer cell lines
(Hep 3B and Hep G2) [98]. The mature miRNA is
processed into a dsRNA that resembles a siRNA,
except that base pairing is imperfect and the duplex
typically contains small bulges. Nowadays, new
siRNA-based therapeutics have been proposed to
inhibit or enhance the endogenous miRNA pathway
according to the chemical similarity of miRNA and
siRNA [99]. RNA interference (RNAi) is a posttranscriptional gene silencing strategy that is specific for the
evolutionarily conserved sequence, and lentiviralbased expression systems could mediate a longlasting RNAi-based gene knockdown [71]. Sun et al.
demonstrated that lentiviral RNAi expression vectors
with specific miRNA against OPN suppress tumor
growth and metastasis of human hepatocellular
carcinoma [71].

Conclusion
Currently, researchers are studying the
discovery of cancer biomarkers as their potential
specificity and sensitivity to the particular type of
tumor. OPN is involved in tumor biology in multiple
ways, such as multi-transcription factors, gene coexpression, and co-regulation steps. In the past few
years, intensive research has been done to determine
whether OPN is a useful diagnostic and therapeutic
biomarker for different types of cancer. The various
isoforms of OPN demonstrate different phenotype in
malignant tumors. This leads to increased investigation to determine whether multiple isomers are
transcriptionally exclusive or inclusively expressed in
all cancer cells. The highly conserved structural
domains of OPN have determined its various
biological activities that involve in promoting CD44
and integrin-mediated tumor migration, invasion and
angiogenesis. Meanwhile, the possibilities of the
conjunction roles of OPN with other biomarkers to
improve the prognostic sensitivity also need further
attention. Clinical databases indicate that the OPN is
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associated with patients’ survival rate from different
patient samples. The therapeutic approaches of OPN
knockdown using RNAi, such as siRNA, shRNAs,
aptamers, antibodies, and small molecular, as well as
the miRNA-based therapeutics have shown to have
active roles in cancer treatment. Although there are a
considerable number of therapeutic approaches based
on preclinical studies, only a small number of the
findings translate into clinical practice. For instance
for the miRNA-based therapy previously mentioned,
there are still a few issues that need to be resolved
prior to clinical trial. First, many factors such as
hypoxia and inflammation in tumor microenvironment result in significant heterogeneity of miRNA
expression, and this creates many obstacles in
identifying the target miRNA to specific disease type.
Another big challenge is how to design miRNA
delivery vehicles that have high in vivo stability and
sensitive tissue recognition and lower toxicity. All
these issues also need to be addressed in other
OPN-based therapeutic research. In clinical research,
sometimes solely knockdown of specific target gene
might cause some side effect or even tumor
aggressive. A systematic comparison between these
therapeutic methods is worth further investigation.
Blocking or silencing of OPN might also result in
other severe adverse effect due to the interference
with normal OPN regulation roles [100]. Investigation
into the interaction of OPN with other regulatory
genes in tumor/cancer treatment will help solve this
problem. Although the data of the structural and
cellular mechanisms in determining the therapeutic
roles of OPN are still incomplete, future research is
needed to elucidate the roles of OPN in different
human diseases. For example, Tu et al demonstrated
that miRNA-127-5p is an important regulator of OPN
in human chondrocytes and may contribute to the
development of osteoarthritis research [101]. In
theory, exploring the underlying molecular
mechanism of OPN will facilitate the development of
novel therapeutic strategies to improve cancer
treatment, and broaden our view towards other
diseases.
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